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The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution 2012-10-01 to the original text
of what has become a classic of american historical literature bernard bailyn adds a
substantial essay fulfillment as a postscript here he discusses the intense nation
wide debate on the ratification of the constitution stressing the continuities
between that struggle over the foundations of the national government and the
original principles of the revolution this detailed study of the persistence of the
nation s ideological origins adds a new dimension to the book and projects its
meaning forward into vital present concerns
Faces of Revolution 2011-06-29 pulitzer prize winning author bernard bailyn brings
us a book that combines portraits of american revolutionaries with a deft
exploration of the ideas that moved them and still shape our society today
The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution 2017-04-19 the ideological
origins of the american revolution is a classic of american historical literature
required reading for understanding the founders ideas and their struggles to
implement them in the preface to this 50th anniversary edition bernard bailyn
isolates the founders profound concern with the uses and misuses of power
The Press & the American Revolution 1981 an examination of how wartime rhetoric in
world war i influenced the home front fiction of four british women writers violet
hunt rose macaulay stella benson and rebecca west
An Analysis of Bernard Bailyn's The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution
2017-07-05 historians of the american revolution had always seen the struggle for
independence either as a conflict sparked by heavyweight ideology or as a war
between opposing social groups acting out of self interest in the ideological
origins of the american revolution bernard bailyn begged to differ re examining
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familiar evidence to establish new connections that in turn allowed him to generate
fresh explanations his influential reconceptualizing of the underlying reasons for
america s independence drive focused instead on pamphleteering and specifically on
the actions of an influential group of conspirators who identified and were
determined to protect a particularly american set of values for bailyn these ideas
could indeed be traced back to the ferment of the english civil war stemming from
radical pamphleteers whose anti authoritarian ideas crossed the atlantic and
embedded themselves in colonial ideology bailyn s thesis helps to explain the
revolution s success by pointing out how deep rooted its founding ideas were the
founding fathers may have been reading locke but the men they led were inspired by
shorter pithier and altogether far more radical works only by understanding this
bailyn argues can we understand the passion and determination that allowed the rebel
american states to defeat a global superpower
The Origins of American Politics 1968 winner of the pulitzer prize and the saloutos
prize of the immigration history society bailyn s pulitzer prize winning book uses
an emigration roster that lists every person officially known to have left britain
for america from december 1773 to march 1776 to reconstruct the lives and motives of
those who emigrated to the new world voyagers to the west is a superb book it should
be equally admired by and equally attractive to the general reader as to the
professional historian r c simmons journal of american studies
Voyagers to the West 2011-08-03 in this introduction to his large scale work the
peopling of british north america bernard bailyn identifies central themes in a
formative passage of our history the transatlantic transfer of people from the old
world to the north american continent that formed the basis of american society
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voyagers to the west which covers the british migration in the years just before the
american revolution and is the first major volume in the peopling project is also
available from vintage books
The Peopling of British North America 2011-06-08 two time pulitzer prize winning
historian bernard bailyn has distilled a lifetime of study into this brilliant
illumination of the ideas and world of the founding fathers in five succinct essays
he reveals the origins depth and global impact of their extraordinary creativity the
opening essay illuminates the central importance of america s provincialism to the
formation of a truly original political system in the chapters following he explores
the ambiguities and achievements of jefferson s career benjamin franklin s changing
image and supple diplomacy the circumstances and impact of the federalist papers and
the continuing influence of american constitutional thought throughout the atlantic
world to begin the world anew enlivens our appreciation of how america came to be
and deepens our understanding of the men who created it
To Begin the World Anew 2007-12-18 bailyn a professor at harvard and winner of the
pulitzer prize writes of the impossibility of teaching history without bias and that
history itself is constantly open to new interpretations and viewpoints
On the Teaching and Writing of History 1994 atlantic history is a newly and rapidly
developing field of historical study bringing together elements of early modern
european african and american history their common comparative and interactive
aspects atlantic history embraces essentials of western civilization from the first
contacts of europe with the western hemisphere to the independence movements and the
globalizing industrial revolution in these probing essays bernard bailyn explores
the origins of the subject its rapid development and its impact on historical study
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he first considers atlantic history as a subject of historical inquiry how it
evolved as a product of both the pressures of post world war ii politics and the
internal forces of scholarship itself he then outlines major themes in the subject
over the three centuries following the european discoveries the vast contribution of
the african people to all regions of the west the westward migration of europeans
pan atlantic commerce and its role in developing economies racial and ethnic
relations the spread of enlightenment ideas all are atlantic phenomena in examining
both the historiographical and historical dimensions of this developing subject
bailyn illuminates the dynamics of history as a discipline
Voyagers to the West 1987 the paradoxical and tragic story of america s most
prominent loyalist a man caught between king and country
Atlantic History 2009-06-30 the brilliance of a master historian shines through this
elegant and engaging memoir of a lifetime s work richard aldous wall street journal
over a remarkable career bernard bailyn has reshaped our understanding of the early
american past inscribing his superb scholarship with passion and imagination honed
by a commitment to rigor bailyn captures the particularity of the past and its broad
significance in precise elegant prose his transformative work has ranged from a new
reckoning with the ideology that powered the opposition to british authority in the
american revolution to a sweeping account of the peopling of america and the
critical nurturing of a new field the history of the atlantic world illuminating
history is the most personal of bailyn s works it is in part an intellectual memoir
of the significant turns in an immensely productive and influential scholarly career
it is also alive with people whose actions touched the long arc of history among the
dramatic human stories that command our attention a struggling boston merchant
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tormented by the tensions between capitalist avarice and a constrictive puritan
piety an ordinary shopkeeper who in a unique way feverishly condemned british
authority as corrupt and unworthy of public confidence a charismatic german pietist
who founded a cloister in the pennsylvania wilderness famous for its strange
theosophy its spartan lifestyle and its rich musical and artistic achievement and
the good townspeople of petersham whose response in 1780 to a draft massachusetts
constitution speaks directly to us through a moving insistence on individual
freedoms in the face of an imposing central authority here is vivid history and an
illuminating self portrait from one of the most eminent historians of our time
The Ordeal of Thomas Hutchinson 1974 historians of the american revolution had
always seen the struggle for independence either as a conflict sparked by
heavyweight ideology or as a war between opposing social groups acting out of self
interest in the ideological origins of the american revolution bernard bailyn begged
to differ re examining familiar evidence to establish new connections that in turn
allowed him to generate fresh explanations his influential reconceptualizing of the
underlying reasons for america s independence drive focused instead on
pamphleteering and specifically on the actions of an influential group of
conspirators who identified and were determined to protect a particularly american
set of values for bailyn these ideas could indeed be traced back to the ferment of
the english civil war stemming from radical pamphleteers whose anti authoritarian
ideas crossed the atlantic and embedded themselves in colonial ideology bailyn s
thesis helps to explain the revolution s success by pointing out how deep rooted its
founding ideas were the founding fathers may have been reading locke but the men
they led were inspired by shorter pithier and altogether far more radical works only
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by understanding this bailyn argues can we understand the passion and determination
that allowed the rebel american states to defeat a global superpower
Illuminating History: A Retrospective of Seven Decades 2020-04-14 this is the first
volume of a four volume set that will reprint in their entirety the texts of 72
pamphlets relating to the anglo american controversy that were published in america
in the years 1750 1776 they have been selected from the corpus of the pamphlet
literature on the basis of their importance in the growth of american political and
social ideas their role in the debate with england over constitutional rights and
their literary merit all of the best known pamphlets of the period such as james
otis rights of the british colonies 1764 john dickinson s farmers letters 1768 and
thomas paine s common sense 1776 are to be included in addition there are lesser
known ones particularly important in the development of american constitutional
thought stephen johnson s some important observations 1766 john joachim zublys an
humble enquiry 1769 ebenezer baldwins an appendix stating the heavy grievances 1774
and four letters on interesting subjects 1776 there are also pamphlets illustrative
of the sheer vituperation of the revolutionary polemics and others selected for
their more elevated literary merit both sides of the anglo american dispute and all
genres of expression poetry dramatic dialogues sermons treatises documentary
collections political position papers that appeared in this form are included each
pamphlet is introduced by an essay written by the editor containing a biographical
sketch of the author of the document an analysis of the circumstances that led to
the writing of it and an interpretation of its contents the texts are edited for the
convenience of the modern reader according to a scheme that preserves scrupulously
the integrity of every word written but that frees the text from the encumbrances of
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18th century printing practices all references to writings people and events that
are not obvious to the informed modern reader are identified in the editorial
apparatus and where necessary explained in detailed notes this first volume of the
set contains the texts of 14 pamphlets through the year 1765 it presents in addition
a book length general introduction by mr bailyn on the ideology of the american
revolution in the seven chapters of this essay the ideological origins and
development of the revolutionary movement are analyzed in the light of the study of
the pamphlet literature that went into the preparation of these volumes mr bailyn
explains that close analysis of this literature allows one to penetrate deeply into
the colonists understanding of the events of their time to grasp more clearly than
is otherwise possible the sources of their ideas and their motives in rebelling and
above all to see the subtle fundamental transformation of 18th century
constitutional thought that took place during these years of controversy and that
became basic doctrine in america thereafter mr bailyn stresses particularly the
importance in the development of american thought of the writings of a group of
early 18th century english radicals and opposition politicians who transmitted to
the colonists most directly the 17th century tradition of anti authoritarianism born
in the upheaval of the english civil war in the context of this 17th and early 18th
century tradition one sees the political importance in the revolutionary movement of
concepts the 20th century has generally dismissed as mere propaganda and rhetoric
slavery conspiracy corruption it was the meaning these concepts imparted to the
events of the time mr bailyn suggests as well as the famous lockean notions of
natural rights and social and governmental compacts that accounts for the origins
and the basic characteristics of the american revolution publisher s description
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An Analysis of Bernard Bailyn's The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution
2017-07-05 revolutionary currents explores the global cross currents revolutionary
ideologies that inspired four great modern revolutions in england america france
mexico between 1688 the early 1800s
The Great Republic 1985 finalist for the pulitzer prize a compelling fresh account
of the first great transit of people from britain europe and africa to british north
america their involvements with each other and their struggles with the indigenous
peoples of the eastern seaboard the immigrants were a mixed multitude they came from
england the netherlands the german and italian states france africa sweden and
finland and they moved to the western hemisphere for different reasons from
different social backgrounds and cultures they represented a spectrum of religious
attachments in the early years their stories are not mainly of triumph but of
confusion failure violence and the loss of civility as they sought to normalize
situations and recapture lost worlds it was a thoroughly brutal encounter not only
between the europeans and native peoples and between europeans and africans but
among europeans themselves as they sought to control and prosper in the new
configurations of life that were emerging around them
Pamphlets of the American Revolution, 1750-1776: 1750-1765 1965 the migration from
hitler s europe to the u s interpretations by some of the leading emigres
Revolutionary Currents 2004 from one of the most respected historians in america
twice the winner of the pulitzer prize a new collection of essays that reflects a
lifetime of erudition and accomplishments in history the past has always been
elusive how can we understand people whose worlds were utterly different from our
own without imposing our own standards and hindsight what did things feel like in
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the moment when outcomes were uncertain how can we recover those uncertainties what
kind of imagination goes into the writing of transformative history are there latent
trends that distinguish the kinds of history we now write how unique was north
america among the far flung peripheries of the early british empire as bernard
bailyn argues in this elegant deeply informed collection of essays history always
combines approximations based on incomplete data with empathic imagination
interweaving strands of knowledge into a narrative that also explains this is a
stirring and insightful work drawing on the wisdom and perspective of a career
spanning more than five decades a book that will appeal to anyone interested in
history
The Barbarous Years 2012-11-06 marshalling historical materials to make a
descriptive argument in social theory this wide ranging book compares the liberal
revolution in france to the liberal revolutions in england and america and argues
that the causes and outcomes of these upheavals were decisive in shaping later
patterns of politics conflict is the stuff of politics writes anne sa adah and
liberal politics because of its emphasis on the individual and its legitimation of
self interest complicates the task of creating political community in a particularly
interesting way in england and america the tension between conflict and community
was resolved in a manner consistent with political stability in france the tension
produced an instability that has surfaced periodically throughout subsequent french
history why this is so is the subject of a work that treats the making of the modern
political world in an unusually systematic way in france england and america the
relationship of the state to society under the prerevolutionary regime limited
revolutionary options sa adah focuses on how this relationship created a politics of
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exclusion in france while allowing a politics of transaction in england and america
originally published in 1990 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on
demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the
distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the
original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback
and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books
published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905
The Intellectual Migration 1969 based on thesis harvard university includes
bibliographical references
Sometimes an Art 2015-01-20 ce grand classique de la littérature historique
américaine lucide et incisif a fait profondément évoluer le regard sur les
fondements de la république américaine au delà des idées des lumières qui ont pu
inspirer les révolutions du xviie siècle c est la voix des porte parole de la
révolution que fait ici entendre bailyn ces pamphlétaires essayistes ou
commentateurs n étaient pas des philosophes mais des hommes actifs politiciens
commerçants hommes de loi planteurs ou pasteurs à la fois humanistes civiques et
libéraux attachés à la vertu comme à la propriété privée des milliers d écrits
pamphlets sermons articles de presse témoignent de cette confrontation entre
idéologie révolutionnaire et construction d un gouvernement national dans une
postface à cette dernière édition bailyn souligne toutes les contradictions d une
forme singulière de patriotisme dont le fil court jusque dans l amérique d aujourd
hui ce livre a reçu aux États unis deux récompenses prestigieuses le prix pulitzer
et le prix bancroft
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The Great Republic 1977 using the british empire as a case study this succinct study
argues that the establishment of overseas settlements in america created a problem
of constitutional organization the failure to resolve the resulting tensions led to
the thirteen continental colonies seceding from the empire in 1776 challenging those
historians who have assumed that the british had the law on their side during the
debates that led to the american revolution this volume argues that the empire had
long exhibited a high degree of constitutional multiplicity with each colony having
its own discrete constitution contending that these constitutions cannot be
conflated with the metropolitan british constitution it argues that british refusal
to accept the legitimacy of colonial understandings of the sanctity of the many
colonial constitutions and the imperial constitution was the critical element
leading to the american revolution
The Shaping of Liberal Politics in Revolutionary France 2014-07-14 in beyond 1776
ten humanities scholars consider the american revolution within a global framework
the foundation of the united states was deeply enmeshed with shifting alliances and
multiple actors with politics saturated by imaginative literature and with
ostensible bilateral negotiations that were in fact shaped by speculation about
realignments in geopolitical power to reanimate these intricate and often indirect
connections this volume uncovers the influences of people across disparate sites
both during and after independence the book centers first on the migration of ideas
across the atlantic particularly among intellectuals and through print in this
section scholars focus on how various european countries or cliques appropriate the
revolution to reanimate an array of national local or cosmopolitan affiliations the
essays in the second section articulate how revolutions fostered surprising
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exchanges in for example the west indies and in the first penal colonies of
australia along the celtic fringe and pacific rim and in the vast territories
through which goods circulated taken as a whole this collection answers the
persistent calls from scholars to move beyond the boundaries defined by the nation
state or periodization to rethink narratives of u s foundations the contributors
examine a range of texts from novels and drama to diplomatic correspondence letters
of common sailors political treatises newspapers accounting ledgers naval records
and burial rituals many from non anglophone sources beyond 1776 will appeal to
scholars seeking to understand contact and exchange in the late eighteenth century
it indexes how different intellectuals in the period deployed the revolution as a
point of connection follows the dispersal of print books guns slaves and memorabilia
and evaluates literary responses to the new republic the book puts in conversation
scholars of literature theater history modern languages american studies political
science transatlanticism cultural studies women s studies postcolonialism and
geography contributors jeng guo chen academia sinica taiwan matthew dziennik united
states naval academy miranda green barteet university of western ontario carine
lounissi université de rouen normandie therese marie meyer martin luther university
of halle wittenberg maria o malley university of nebraska kearney denys van renen
university of nebraska kearney ed simon bentley university wyger velema university
of amsterdam leonard von morzé university of massachusetts boston
The New England Merchants in the Seventeenth Century 1955 essays on harvard s
history provide sample glimpses of a part still significant in the twentieth century
Les origines idéologiques de la révolution américaine 2010 what were the intentions
of the founders was the american constitution designed to protect individual rights
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to limit the powers of government to curb the excesses of democracy or to create a
robust democratic nation state these questions echo through today s most heated
legal and political debates in this powerful new interpretation of america s origins
max edling argues that the federalists were primarily concerned with building a
government that could act vigorously in defense of american interests the
constitution transferred the powers of war making and resource extraction from the
states to the national government thereby creating a nation state invested with all
the important powers of europe s eighteenth century fiscal military states a strong
centralized government however challenged the american people s deeply ingrained
distrust of unduly concentrated authority to secure the constitution s adoption the
federalists had to accommodate the formation of a powerful national government to
the strong current of anti statism in the american political tradition they did so
by designing a government that would be powerful in times of crisis but which would
make only limited demands on the citizenry and have a sharply restricted presence in
society the constitution promised the american people the benefit of government
without its costs taking advantage of a newly published letterpress edition of the
constitutional debates a revolution in favor of government recovers a neglected
strand of the federalist argument making a persuasive case for rethinking the
formation of the federal american state
The Great Republic 1992-12-31 the marketplace of revolution offers a boldly
innovative interpretation of the mobilization of ordinary americans on the eve of
independence breen explores how colonists who came from very different ethnic and
religious backgrounds managed to overcome difference and create a common cause
capable of galvanizing resistance in a richly interdisciplinary narrative that
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weaves insights into a changing material culture with analysis of popular political
protests breen shows how virtual strangers managed to communicate a sense of trust
that effectively united men and women long before they had established a nation of
their own the marketplace of revolution argues that the colonists shared experience
as consumers in a new imperial economy afforded them the cultural resources that
they needed to develop a radical strategy of political protest the consumer boycott
never before had a mass political movement organized itself around disruption of the
marketplace as breen demonstrates often through anecdotes about obscure americans
communal rituals of shared sacrifice provided an effective means to educate and
energize a dispersed populace the boycott movement the signature of american
resistance invited colonists traditionally excluded from formal political processes
to voice their opinions about liberty and rights within a revolutionary marketplace
an open raucous public forum that defined itself around subscription lists passed
door to door voluntary associations street protests destruction of imported british
goods and incendiary newspaper exchanges within these exchanges was born a new form
of politics in which ordinary man and women precisely the people most often
overlooked in traditional accounts of revolution experienced an exhilarating surge
of empowerment breen recreates an empire of goods that transformed everyday life
during the mid eighteenth century imported manufactured items flooded into the homes
of colonists from new hampshire to georgia the marketplace of revolution explains
how at a moment of political crisis americans gave political meaning to the pursuit
of happiness and learned how to make goods speak to power
The Great Republic 1977-01-01 these eight original essays by a group of america s
most distinguished scholars include the following themes the meaning and
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significance of the revolution the long term underlying causes of the war violence
and the revolution the military conflict politics in the continental congress the
role of religion in the revolution and the effect of the war on the social order
this is the product of the celebrated symposium on the american revolution held in
1971 by the institute originally published 1973 a unc press enduring edition unc
press enduring editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again
books from our distinguished backlist that were previously out of print these
editions are published unaltered from the original and are presented in affordable
paperback formats bringing readers both historical and cultural value
The American Revolution 1990 tradition conflict and modernization perspectives on
the american revolution aims to expand knowledge on the intellectual character of
the revolution its relation to the trend of modernization and its standing as a
manifestation of social conflict the book discusses the american revolution in
national tradition the collective action in england and america in 1765 1775 and
back country rebellions and the homestead ethic in america in 1740 1799 the text
also describes the perspective of modernization related to the american revolution
modernization and human historians will find the book invaluable
The American Revolution and the Rhetoric of History 1978 this ebook is a selective
guide designed to help scholars and students of the ancient world find reliable
sources of information by directing them to the best available scholarly materials
in whatever form or format they appear from books chapters and journal articles to
online archives electronic data sets and blogs written by a leading international
authority on the subject the ebook provides bibliographic information supported by
direct recommendations about which sources to consult and editorial commentary to
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make it clear how the cited sources are interrelated this ebook is just one of many
articles from oxford bibliographies online atlantic history a continuously updated
and growing online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance through the
scholarship and other materials relevant to the study of atlantic history the study
of the transnational interconnections between europe north america south america and
africa particularly in the early modern and colonial period oxford bibliographies
online covers most subject disciplines within the social science and humanities for
more information visit oxfordbibliographies com
The Constitutional Origins of the American Revolution 2010-10-25
Beyond 1776 2018-12-27
Glimpses of the Harvard Past 1986
A Revolution in Favor of Government 2008-07-08
America's Continuing Revolution 1976
The Marketplace of Revolution 2004-02-26
Essays on the American Revolution 2013-06-01
Tradition, Conflict, and Modernization 2013-10-22
American Revolution: Oxford Bibliographies Online Research Guide 2010-06
The Ambiguity of the American Revolution 1968
The Debate on the Constitution 1993
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